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Abstract

Introduction: The quality of life of cancer patients is affected by the cancer therapy’s symptoms. Anxiety, stress, and depression all affect cancer patients thus reducing the life style of the patient. The aim of this review was to determine the effects of laughter therapy on anxiety, stress, depression, and quality of life in cancer patients.

Methods: Articles were searched on PubMed and Google Scholar. This review includes randomized controlled trials and case reports from 2000-2015.

Results: 41 studies were found on PubMed and 14,700 studies were found on Google Scholar search. Only two articles met the established review criteria in PubMed and four articles met the established review criteria in Google Scholar. In total, six articles were included in the study.

Conclusion: The results of this study show that laughter therapy may decrease anxiety, stress, and depression and increase the quality of life in cancer patients.
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Introduction

Cancer has increasingly been recognized as a chronic illness. Cancer affects patients on physiological, social, and psychological levels [1]. Treatment of cancer persists for long periods after diagnosis and causes many side effects such as pain, stress, depression, anxiety and decreased quality of life. Stress is 24.8%, depression is 24.0% and anxiety is 24.0% in patients receiving cancer treatment [2,3].

Laughter has positive, quantifiable physiological and psychological effects on certain aspects of health [4]. Laughing therapy, a cognitive-behavioral therapy, is located within the complementary alternative therapies and has been regarded as a long-standing complementary and alternative therapy since 1970 [5,6].

Laughter therapy is an application containing breathing exercises and physical movement. Laughing exercises start with proper breathing exercises and then laughter is achieved by using play, clowning, dancing and movement [4,6].

Laughter is universally well tolerated and it has very limited side effects. Laughing therapy relaxes the muscles and improves breathing. It raises the pain threshold, increases tolerance and improves psychological well-being. It also increases friendliness and collaboration and facilitates group identity, solidarity and cohesiveness [6]. By decreasing stress-making hormones floating in the blood, laughter removes the effects of stress [11]. Some studies have shown that laughter therapy is effective on anxiety [5,7,8], depression [5,7,9,10], stress [5,7,11], quality of life [9], insomnia [8,10], sleep quality [10], and radiation dermatitis [12].

So the aim of this review was to determine the effects of laughter therapy on anxiety, stress, depression, and quality of life in cancer patients.

Methods

Articles were researched in PubMed and Google Scholar. This review includes randomized controlled trials and case reports from 2000-2015. The following search limits were utilized: (a) English only; (b) random assignment, either placebo or control; case reports (c) peer-reviewed journals; (d) abstracts; (e) full text. We searched for cancer, laughter therapy, randomized controlled study and case reports as keywords. We found 41 studies in the PubMed search and 14,700 studies in the Google Scholar search. Only two articles met the established review criteria in PubMed and four articles met the established review criteria in Google Scholar.

Results and Discussion

Six articles met the established review criteria, four of them in Google Scholar and two in PubMed. One of the studies, which was done to determine the effect of laughter therapy on the cancer patients’ stress levels before chemotherapy, reported that laughter therapy decreased the patients’ stress levels before chemotherapy (p=0.03) (Table 1). In this study, the experimental group (n=23) was treated with laughter therapy for 20 to 30 minutes under a researcher’s observation. The control group involved 14 patients and the two groups’ stress levels were evaluated before and after laughter therapy with the Questionnaire on Stress in Cancer Patients [11].

Another randomized controlled study involved 31 breast cancer patients who received four sessions of the therapeutic laughter program and 29 breast cancer patients who were assigned to the no-program control group (Table 1). After the first therapeutic laughter session, patients’ anxiety, depression and stress levels decreased significantly in the experimental group. There was no change in the control group. In
conclusion, this study reported that laughter therapy was effective after only a single session in reducing anxiety, depression and stress in breast cancer patients (p < 0.01, p < 0.01, and p < 0.01) [5].

A quasi-experimental study using pretest-posttest design included 37 breast cancer patients who had finished chemotherapy and radiation therapy. In this study, the experimental group (n=16) had laughter therapy twice a week for 60 min per session for a total of eight times. The results of this study reported that laughter therapy was an effective approach for quality of life, but wasn’t an effective approach towards depression and immune responses in breast cancer survivors [13].

A case of a patient diagnosed as having advanced gastric cancer showed that laughter therapy had the effect of reducing the stress experienced and the patient maintains a good condition five years after the initial diagnosis [14].

Another study, which was to investigate the effect of laughter therapy on depression, anxiety, and stress among patients receiving radiotherapy, included 60 breast cancer outpatients (Table 1). The experimental group (n=31) had laughter therapy four times for two weeks and each session lasted 60 min. Consequently, this study reported that degrees of depression, anxiety, and stress were decreased significantly (p<0.01, p=0.04, and p<0.01) [7].

A randomized controlled study done on 40 preoperative breast cancer patients reported that the scores of anxiety were significantly improved in the experimental group (Table 1). 23 breast cancer patients were included in the experimental group and 17 breast cancer patients in the control group. The experimental group underwent laughter therapy for one hour consisting of dance, lots of laughter techniques, and meditation [15].

A meta-analysis done to determine effective intervention on depression in cancer patients showed that laughter therapy wasn’t effective on depression in cancer patients [16].

Conclusion

Laughter therapy may decrease anxiety, stress, and depression and increase quality of life in cancer patients. There is a need to conduct further work to find conclusive evidence.
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